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Emőke Horváth

)e Case of Cuban Children Arriving Unaccompanied to 
the United States (1960–1962)

“Lo que queremos es que los niños sean felices…”
 (José Martí)1

“I came to the United States alone carrying my 
favorite doll, Albertico. I had just turned seven and 

really did not fully understand that I was leaving the 
world I knew for good. I thought I was going to 

visit my cousins in Miami for ‘a while’…”
(María De los Ángeles)2

Introduction

Nowadays, children unaccompanied by adults turn up at the United States’ shared 
border with Mexico in increasing numbers each year; children fleeing mainly from 
the so-called ‘Northern Triangle’, namely El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras, 
and seeking to cross the border illegally. !e rate of children arriving alone has 
reached such proportions that in June 2014 the Secretary of the Department of 
Homeland Security, Jeh C. Johnson addressed an open letter to parents living in 
those countries. We learn from the letter that in May 2014 alone more than 9,000 
children had entered US territory, while in the given year – up until the writing of 
the letter – the total reached approximately 47,000.3 !e numbers reflect staggering 
data indeed, and at the same time recall the now blurry images of Cuban children 

1 (‘What we want is for the children to be happy.’) !e quote by José Martí may be read in the introduc-
tion to the first issue of the Edad de Oro children’s magazine founded by him in 1889: edu.mec.gub.
uy/biblioteca_digital/libros/m/Marti,%20Jose%20-%20Edad%20de%20oro,%20La.pdf. [Downlo-
aded: May 22, 2016]. !is paper is an English version of my study in Hungarian: Horváth Emőke: Az 
Egyesült Államokba kíséret nélkül érkező kubai gyerekek esete (1960–1962), In: Csikós Zsuzsanna 
(szerk.): A mi santeránk. Tanulmányok Dornbach Mária 70. születésnapjára. Szeged, JATEPress, 2016, 
107–121.

2 Source of the story of María de los Ángeles: pubsys.miamiherald.com/cgi-bin/pedropan/profi-
le/6978/story/ [Downloaded: May 22, 2016] 

3 !e letter can be read on the following government website: cbp.gov/newsroom/stats/southwest-bor-
der-unaccompanied-children [Downloaded: February 20, 2016] 
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holding their favorite teddy bears or dolls, who boarded planes on their own – 
or possibly with a brother or sister – and bid farewell to their parents leJ  behind 
in Cuba. A few decades later, in June 2015, an exhibition to commemorate the 
14,048 destitute children who had arrived from Cuba opened in Miami, the North 
American city which received the largest number of them.4 

! e story of the children rescued through ‘Operation Peter Pan’ has only begun to 
gain focus in recent years, due mainly to the self-organisation of those same children 
– now mature, older adults – who were transferred to the United States with the help 
of the Catholic Church, as well as to the ever-increasing number of commemorations. 
On the other side, an equally important source may be found in the notes and letters 
of Irish-born Father Bryan O. Walsh, who, from the very beginning, took on the 
responsibility of organising the operation 
and even aJ erwards continued caring 
for Cuban refugees, primarily children, 
in Florida.5 He was the heart and soul of 
the operation; the Catholic Church had 
entrusted him with the organisation of 
the children’s departure from Cuba, their 
subsequent placement in Miami and other 
North American cities, and last but not 
least, their spiritual care. ! e scientifi c 
and, particularly, systematic processing of 
the subject by an objective researcher who 
did not personally experience these events 
is still to come. (Picture 16)

On January 1, 1959, the armed resistance 
led by Fidel Castro against Fulgencio 
Batista’s political system won in Cuba; 
President Manuel Urrutia Lleó’s interim 
government was established; Castro 
promised elections. General enthusiasm 
and sympathy surrounded the Ejército 
Rebelde’s passage through the country; 

4 ! e exhibition was open to the public between June 26, 2015 and January 17, 2016 in the Miami 
History Museum under the title Operation Pedro Pan. ! e institution set up the exhibition with the 
support of the Operation Pedro Pan Group NGO. historymiami.org/museum/exhibitions/details/
operation-pedro-pan/ [Downloaded: February 20, 2016] 

5 Father Walsh’s personal document collection can be found in the archival collections of Barry Uni-
versity, some are even available for research via the Internet: Monsignor Bryan O. Walsh Papers, Bar-
ry University Archives and Special Collections – Lehman 201, ASC0001. See: eguides.barry.edu/
content.php?pid=358283&sid=3021917#10640316 [Downloaded: [May 12, 2015]

6 Source of the photo: thinkprogress.org/9-photos-that-capture-what-it-means-for-america-to-show- 
compassion-for-refugees-f5cc4b2894be [Downloaded: May 12, 2015].

Picture 1. Cuban children in a refugee camp, Florida 
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a large part of society expressed 
their delight with the change; 
public morale was characterised 
by heightened anticipation at the 
new government’s promise of hope 
for democratic transition. Simul-
taneously, migration from Cuba had 
begun almost immediately aJer the 
victory of the Revolution, especially 
following the trials and executions of 
the former regime’s military officers.7 
Among those who departed were 
Batista’s supporters and those who 
had benefited from his policies as 
well as upper-middle class groups 
who had felt threatened and feared 
losing their fortunes or worries 
about radical social changes and the 
possible advance of Communism. 
Academic literature mentions the 
Cubans’ first migratory wave in the 

years between 1959 and 1962. In this period, the US –where, due to geographical 
proximity and former economic ties, the largest proportion of migrants settled 
down– had granted refugee status to Cuban arrivals.8 Migration in greater numbers 
started in mid-1961; at this time, it was mostly representatives of certain professions 
(doctors, engineers, teachers, and so on), employees of service sectors (including 
casinos, gaming halls and night clubs) and skilled laborers who began leaving Cuba.9 
In the indicated period, more precisely up until October of 1962, the time of the 
Cuban missile crisis, an estimated 250,000 Cubans had immigrated to the United 
States.10 !e culmination of the first migratory wave arrived in 1962 – obviously, 
not independently from major political events – when more than 1,800 immigrants 
arrived in Miami per week. (Picture 211)

7 !e trials triggered a major international response; they were conducted publicly even as early as Ja-
nuary 1960. !e Catholic Church had raised its voice against the trials as proven by the circular letter 
entitled El justo medio issued by Pérez Serantes ( January 29, 1959).

8 Ruiz, Vicki L.–Sánchez Korrol, Virginia, Latinas in the United States. A Historical Encyclopedia, Vol. 
I., Bloomington, 2006, 20.

9 Thomas, John F., ‘Cuban Refugees in the United States,’ in: !e International Migration Review 2 
(Spring 1967), 46–57, 47. 

10 Duany, Jorge, ‘Cuban communities in the United States: migration waves, settlement patterns and 
socioeconomic diversity,’ in: Pdlc, n� 11, 1999, 69–103, 71. Figure I.

11 Source of the photo: commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Exiliocuba2.jpg [Downloaded: May 12, 
2015].

Picture 2. Cuban children in a refugee camp, Florida 
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Despite its popularity, geographic proximity and climatic similarity (which 
increased the likelihood that immigrants would quickly feel ‘at home’ there), 
Miami was not the only city that presented a suitable place for immigrants to settle 
down, though the majority of them did indeed choose it. New York (Metropolitan 
Area), New Jersey, Louisiana, Florida, Puerto Rico, California, and Illinois proved 
appealing as well, although to a far less extent and mostly at the encouragement of 
the authorities. However, only as a result of the later waves of emigration did the 
Cuban presence shiJ  in the direction of Miami and Florida in general, to such an 
extent that today we can talk about a separate Cuban enclave in Miami known as 
‘Little Havana.’12 Just one example of this phenomenon is the fact that Tomás Pedro 
Regalado, who came to Miami through ‘Operation Peter Pan’ and later became a 
journalist, was the mayor of Miami between 2009 and 2017 and was also the longest 
successful leader in offi  ce in the history of the city.13 

Only one precedent existed in the US for helping the arrivals from the early 
migration waves from Cuba: the 1956–1957 Hungarian immigration due to political 
reasons. ! e two cannot be compared, however, in their proportions, since the 
number of Hungarians coming to the United States during this period only 
amounted to 39,000 people.14 As a result of the considerably larger infl ux from 
Cuba, the Catholic Church addressed the situation by putting the recently founded 
Centro Hispano Católico in the migrants’ service, it being the only organisation able 
to receive applicants in Spanish. Sensing the diffi  culty of the lack of fi nancial 
resources, the federal government of Florida had established the Cuban Refugee 
Emergency Center in Miami on December 7, 1960, in order to provide more eff ective 
assistance to those arriving in Florida, since the Catholic Church alone would have 
been unable to remedy the situation. ! en, in January 1961, President Kennedy 
raised the issue to a national level by establishing the Cuban Refugee Program.15

Operation Peter Pan

! e fi rst migration wave brought with it a very specifi c phenomenon: groups 
of children arriving without adult supervision; the case of these children can 
practically be considered unprecedented in the Western Hemisphere. A number 

12 Boswell, ! omas D., ! e Cubanization and hispanicization of metropolitan Miami, Miami, Cuban Ameri-
can National Council, 1995.

13 Pedro Tomás Regalado was born in 1947 in Havana; his father Tomás Regalado Molina was the last 
president of the Association of Cuban Journalists. At the age of fourteen, he leJ  Cuba along with his 
brother as participants of ‘Operation Peter Pan.’ ! ey were a part of the lucky few who were able to 
live with relatives until their mother could join them a year later. Regalado’s father spent 22 years in a 
Cuban prison. 

14 Scanlan, John – Loescher, Gilburt, ‘U.S. Foreign Policy, 1959-1980: Impact on Refugee Flow from 
Cuba,’ in: ! e Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, 467 May, 1983, (116–137), 120.

15 ! e Cuban Refugee Program started in 1961. 
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of similar examples can be noted in Europe as well – though they did not originate 
in the same political context – such as the children of Jewish descent who fled to 
Great Britain with the help of the Kindertransport between 1938 and 1940 due to 
Nazi persecution, or the children taken abroad during the Spanish Civil War.16 

Transportation of the minors as well as their care and supervision in the United 
States was overseen by ‘Operation Peter Pan’ which received its name only some 
time later from an American journalist.17 !e programme was vastly different from 
the phenomenon of today’s child-migration, since it took place in an organised 
form, actively supported and executed with the help of the US State Department 
and the Catholic Church. At the same time, Operation Peter Pan should be 
considered decidedly separate from the Cuban Children’s Program, which aimed to 
help Cuban children who had previously come to the US, but who encountered 
difficulties later on.18 

According to the recollections of Father Walsh, the kids’ transportation to the 
US was launched at the end of 1960. !e prequel to the story is that one day a Cuban 
man accompanied by 15-year-old Pedro Menéndez had contacted the diocese office 
in Miami because the boy’s parents had sent him there alone to live with relatives. 
However, because of financial difficulties, they could not help Pedro with his stay 
in North America for more than a month since they themselves lived the life of 
recent refugees and were unable to provide for him.19 !e other protagonist is 
James Baker, the director of the Ruston Academy, a US-founded private school in 
Havana.20 !e school had many Cuban students; the mostly middle- and upper-
class parents who enrolled their children there were those who wished to provide 

16 !e number of successfully rescued Jewish children unaccompanied by parents from Germany, 
Austria, Czechoslovakia and Poland is estimated at around 10,000. See: kindertransport.org/hi-
story.htm [Downloaded: May 12, 2015]. At the time of the Spanish Civil War, a total of about 34,037 
children were taken abroad, of these 17,489 to France, 5,130 to Belgium, 3,291 to the Soviet Union, 
4,435 to the United Kingdom, 807 to Switzerland, 430 to Mexico, 335 to French West Africa and 120 
to Denmark. See: Zahra, Tara, !e Lost Children. Reconstructing Europe’s Families a#er World War II, 
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 2011. In the case of the Basques, we can also mention thou-
sands of children who came to the U.S. unescorted. For this issue, see: Totoricagüena, Gloria, 
Basque Migration and Diaspora. Transnational Identity, Reno, Center for Basque Studies, 2005.

17 !e name refers to the storybook character by J. M. Barrie. According to the story, Peter Pan, a boy 
who had the ability to fly and went from one adventure to another as the leader of the Lost Boys in 
Neverland. Indeed, the Cuban children who came to the U.S. also encountered one difficulty aJer 
another, but for them it was something akin to a nightmare rather than a fairytale. In actuality, Pedro 
Menéndez may be considered the ‘godfather’ of the large-scale plan and operation as his name was 
the inspiration for the character of Peter Pan that becoming the name of the program.

18 Walsh, Bryan O., ‘Cuban Refugee Children,’ in: Journal of Inter-American Studies and World Affairs, 13, 
no. ¾, ( Jul.–Oct. 1971), 378–415.

19 I base my summation regarding Operation Pedro Pan on the long interview with Father Walsh 
conducted by Sister Eileen on December 3, 1998: eguides.barry.edu/content.php?pid=358283&s
id=3021917#10640316 [Downloaded: May 12, 2015]

20 !e Ruston Academy was founded in 1920 by Hiram Ruston in Havana; it was permanently closed 
down in 1961.
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them with an excellent, and above all, bilingual, education. Approximately half of 
the student body was made up of North American children whose parents mostly 
either performed diplomatic services or were entrusted with the management of 
companies, while the rest were representatives of the Cuban elite.21 ! e revolution 
created uncertainty with regards to education, especially in the case of private 
schools; the Ruston was also in danger of being nationalised or closed down, so 
they tried to fl ee Cuba and made plans to set up a boarding school in Miami where 
Cuban children – who were now leJ  without private schools – could have enrolled 
as well. ! ey wanted to entrust the children’s supervision outside of school to the 
Catholic Church, and Baker therefore sought out Father Walsh, who accepted the 
task. 

Returning to Havana, James Baker planned on recruiting 200 children for his 
new school, and, to the surprise of Walsh, taking them to Miami at Christmas 
time in 1960. As a matter of fact, it was without the prior knowledge and consent 
of Bishop Caroll,22 his ecclesiastical superior, that Walsh said ‘yes’ once again to 
Frank Hurback at the request of the US State Department aJ er having been 
asked to become the guardian of Cuban children arriving to the United States. 
Since Father Walsh had worked extensively on improving the situation of Cuban 
immigrants during his previous activities through the Catholic Welfare Bureau, he 
had personally come into contact with representatives of institutions dealing with 
immigration, especially the State Department and also the personal representative 
of the President.23 ! ese acquaintances led to him being approached in connection 
with the case of Cuban children set to arrive in Miami in an organised manner. 

! e fi rst children arrived on December 26, 1960, almost all of them youngsters 
of about 16–17 years of age. By name, Vivían and Sixto Aquino were the fi rst ones 
to get off  the plane at Miami International Airport; a total of fi ve arrived that day. 
! ey were followed by an additional two on December 28 and six more before 
New Year’s Eve.24 

A few days later, on January 2, 1961, in his celebratory speech given on the 
two-year anniversary of the Revolution, Fidel Castro had separately addressed the 
issue of the relationship with the US, putting particular emphasis on the political 
superpower’s hostile attitude with regard to the Revolution. It was announced 

21 Torres, María de los Angeles, ! e Lost Apple: Operation Pedro Pan, Cuban Children in the U.S. and the 
Promise of a Better Future, Boston, Beacon Press, 2003. 47.

22 Coleman Francis Carroll (1905–1977) was ordained a priest in 1930, in 1953 he became the Auxiliary 
Bishop of Pittsburgh and was ordained titular Bishop of Pitanae. In 1958, he was named the fi rst 
Bishop of the newly established Diocese of Miami, but only took his seat a year later. 

23 Both Eisenhower and Kennedy sent personal presidential envoys to Florida to investigate the situa-
tion of the Cuban migrants. Eisenhower’s representative was Tracy S. Voorhees, while Kennedy’s 
was Abraham Ribicoff . See: Mitchell, William L., ‘! e Cuban Refugee Program,’ in: Social Security 
Bulletin, Vol, 25, No.3, (March 1962), 3–8,3.

24 Conde, Yvonne, Operación Pedro Pan. La historia inédita del éxodo de 14.048 niños cubanos. New York, 
Random House, 2001, 62.
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during Castro’s speech that the relationship’s degradation had brought about the 
government’s decision to limit the head count of the US Embassy in Havana to 11 
people; they would be allowed to operate only with the same number of employees 
as the Cuban Embassy in Washington. According to Castro, more than 300 
Americans were working at the embassy, most of whom were spying on Cuba.25 
In fact, Castro presented the US with an ultimatum as the changes concerning the 
embassy staff were to be implemented within 48 hours. It was not long before the 
US responded to the speech; within 24 hours, Eisenhower broke off all diplomatic 
relations with the island country.26 !e radical turn in the official relations between 
the two countries had an impact on the travel arrangement of Cuban children as well, 
since the acquisition of visas had become impossible in Havana; a new route had to 
be established in order to bring them out of the country, in even greater numbers. 
!is was the reason why Frank Auerbach, the State Department’s associate dealing 
with visa affairs, contacted Father Walsh, whom he had summoned to a ministerial 
meeting in Washington to discuss possible solutions.27 !e new political state of 
affairs had created a particularly difficult situation for young people between the 
ages of 16 and 18, since they were no longer so easily allowed into the United States 
of America, since the State Department only granted visa waivers for the 6–16 age 
group; those over the age of 16 had to undergo a security check. !ey wanted to 
establish the new route for transporting children to Miami through Jamaica; Walsh’s 
task was to set up and maintain this route which was operational by the third week 
of January, from which point on they were ready to receive children. In the end, the 
Jamaican routes were less used, despite the fact that the British Embassy continued 
to function in Havana (Jamaica was under British rule) and was able to grant visas 
for students, therefore, making their arrival to Jamaica legal.28 

!e current situation was mitigated by the fact that, in accordance with the 
decision of US agencies dealing with immigration, visa waivers were granted to 
Cuban children; nevertheless, following January 3, 1961, about 510 children were 

25 “Pero el Gobierno Revolucionario ha decidido que antes de 48 horas, antes de 48 horas, la embajada de Estados 
Unidos no tenga aquí ni un funcionario más de los que nosotros tenemos … Nosotros no íbamos a decir todos los 
funcionarios, sino ni un funcionario más del número de los que nosotros tenemos en Estados Unidos, que son 11. Y 
estos señores tienen aquí más de 300 funcionarios, de los cuales el 80% son espías…” (80% of 300 workers are 
spies.) Discurso pronunciado por El Comandante Fidel Castro Ruz, Primer Ministro del Gobierno 
Revolucionario, en desfíle efectuado en la Plaza Cívica, el 2 de enero de 1961. See: cuba.cu/gobierno/
discursos/1961/esp/f020161e.html [Downloaded: February 14, 2016]

26 Eisenhower severed diplomatic ties with Cuba on January 1, 1961, thus creating a done deal for the 
new president, John Kennedy.

27 nytimes.com/1964/09/22/frank-auerbach-us-official-dies.html?_r=0 [Downloaded: May 1, 2016]; 
Interview with Walsh, December 3, 1998 - Barry University Oral History, Campus Guides at Barry 
University.

28 Interview with Walsh, December 3, 1998 – Barry University Oral History, Campus Guides at Bar-
ry University: eguides.barry.edu/content.php?pid=358283&sid=3021917#10640316 [Downloaded: 
May 1, 2016]
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temporarily stranded in Cuba.29 ! en, their transportation from the country 
slowly resumed through the detour mentioned above, thus by February 1, 174 of 
them had managed to arrive in Miami; 53 of them were taken in by family and 
friends, 119 went into the care of the Catholic Welfare Bureau and 2 to the Jewish 
Family and Children’s Service.30 A total of 14,048 children had leJ  their homeland 
within an organised framework through Operation Peter Pan. Walsh himself had 
been granted an extraordinary role by the State Department, being endowed with 
the authority to issue visa waivers, that is, he could decide at his own discretion 
which children under the age of 16 should get such an opportunity. ! e onset of the 
Cuban missile crisis brought about the end of the operation, as from then on Cuba 
cut off  all fl ights to the US; this also meant that any hopes of family reunifi cation 
shiJ ed to a remote, uncertain period of time. For the parents of these children, 
leaving Cuba would only become possible again when President Lyndon Johnson 
gave the green light to the initiation of the Freedom Flight Program.31 ! e programme 
operated under the Memorandum of Understanding established between Cuba 
and the US, whereby Cuba consented to two daily North American fl ights.

! roughout the operation, about half of the children brought to the US 
immediately found their relatives, while the others were in need of help and 
support from outside the family. ! is was provided for them mostly by the Miami 
diocese of the Catholic Church.

Causes and interpretations

One of the most exciting and also the most diffi  cult questions to answer in the 
history of ‘Operation Peter Pan’ is the following: what prompted parents to send 
their children to a foreign country alone, at the mercy of strangers, keeping them in 
complete uncertainty as to whether they would see each other again one day? ! e 
question might be raised: could there have been an underlying cause that might 
explain the extraordinary phenomenon? ! en, there is the question that inevitably 
leads into the swampy area of psychology: what did the children who came to the 
29 Cuba’s children in exile. U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Social and Rehabilita-

tion Service, Children’s Bureau, 1967, 4.
30 Ibid. ! e number of Jews living in Cuba at the time of the Revolution is estimated between 12,000 

and 16,500. ! ey can be categorized into three major groups: 1. Sephardim, who moved in during 
and aJ er World War I; 2. those who came from the U.S.; and 3. Ashkenazim, who came from Eastern 
Europe during the 1920s. ! ey mainly settled in Havana; from a social point of view, members of the-
ir community belonged mostly to the middle and upper middle class. ! ey mainly dealt in trade and 
operated businesses. On this topic, see: Kaplan, Dana Evan, ‘Fleeing the Revolution: ! e Exodus of 
Cuban Jewry in the Early 1960s,’ in: Cuban Studies, Volume 36, 2005, 129–154.

31 ! e Flights dubbed Freedom Flights traveled daily between the U.S. and Cuba from 1965 to 1973. 
! e program initiated by President Johnson made it easier and safer for Cubans to leave the island. 
Cubans immigrating to the U.S. received discounted legal treatment through the Adjustment Act 
introduced in 1966 by which they gained ‘permanent resident’ status.
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US through the programme later think of what had happened; had they forgiven 
their parents for forcing them to live sometimes for long years in orphanages, 
deprived of family security and, above all, the protective love of their parents? 
Making use of resources available through oral history in this field of research 
might help with interpreting the causes. If the recollections of Bryan Walsh are to 
be believed – and there is no indication of why they should not be – then, based 
on his explanation and interpretation, two main causes may be explored behind 
the beginning and continuation of ‘Operation Peter Pan.’ Based on the interview 
given to Sister Eileen on December 3, 1998, it may be construed that Cuban 
parents started sending their children to Miami for fear of losing patria potestas 
(parental custody).32 Walsh had received this information from Frank Auerbach, 
the US State Department’s associate, because to Auerbach’s knowledge, beginning 
January 1, 1961 there was a possibility that Cuban parents might lose custody over 
their children, causing great panic in the country.33 In view of this, I consider it 
particularly important to explain the creation and work of ‘Operation Peter Pan’ 
and the parents’ behavior in sending their children away from Cuba together with 
psychological factors which are, of course, tightly linked to the particular elements 
of the given political climate. !is approach is confirmed by the writing of journalist 
Álvaro Fernández, editor of the Progresso Weekly bilingual online magazine and 
President of the Cuban American Commision for Family Rights, in which he makes 
an important public announcement, namely, that his father was among those 
spreading the false news about patria potestas all across Cuba.34 !e question of the 
source’s credibility arises immediately, although in my opinion, popularity cannot 
be obtained through such an announcement (only discomfort and enmity), and 
even for raising awareness it would be a rather strange and self-flagellant method. 
!erefore, I am inclined to give credit to Álvaro Fernández’s words: I accept his 
statement. If his claims are in accordance with the facts, then it becomes clear that 
bringing the issue of patria potestas to the fore was done deliberately to spread panic 
which was beneficial mainly to the US’s and Castro’s – both internal and exiled – 
opposition as well. Of course, the suspicion may also arise that the confession is a 
manifestation of Fernández’s animosity toward the US – which can be inferred on 
the basis of his other writings, but I do not consider it likely even for a short-sighted 

32 Monsignor Bryan O. Walsh Papers, Barry University Archives and Special Collections – Lehman 201, 
ASC0001. See: eguides.barry.edu/content.php?pid=358283&sid=3021917#10640316 [Downloaded: 
May 12, 2015.]

33 Monsignor Bryan O. Walsh Papers, Barry University Archives and Special Collections – Lehman 201, 
ASC0001.

34 For Fernandez’s biographical data, see: luxner.com/cgi-bin/view_article.cgi?articleID=1633 ‘Unos 
años antes de su muerte en Miami Beach, en presencia de mi madre, de mi hermana María, su esposo 
y yo, nos dijo que él había sido una de las personas responsables de redactar la falsa ley que provocó 
la histeria de la “eliminación de la patria potestad.”’ Álvaro F. Fernández: ‘La Operación Pedro Pan: 
una horrible mancha en la historia’ (de EEUU) Source: progresosemanal.us/20090524/la-operacion-
pedro-pan-una-horrible-mancha-en-la-historia--de-eeuu/ [Downloaded: April 1, 2016]
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Cuban to use his own father for this purpose, especially since in Latin societies 
honoring a father’s memory overrides everything (as Fernndez himself has proven 
by going so far as to criticise Castro on more than one occasion). In this case, the 
emphasis is obviously not on whose name or names should be associated with 
the dissemination of rumors, but on the fact that certain political circles, through 
deliberate designs of misleading the public and falsifi ed draJ  legislations, sought 
to manufacture ‘psychological weapons’ that served their own interests in order 
to discredit their political opponents and spread panic. Ignacio Uría’s comment is 
consistent with Fernández’s claims that in 1961 several Latin American newspapers 
also published the draJ  law on the issue; among others, it appeared in the columns 
of the El Universal of Caracas and the Diario de las Américas published in Miami. 
Uría provides an analysis of the Cuban school system’s process of transformation 
as well, which at the same time also directed the children toward the acceptable 
ideology and mindset of the status quo, for example, by trying to minimise parental 
infl uence on the boarding system and signifi cantly increasing the role of the school 
and its appropriately selected staff .35 

In addition to this, we may attempt to formulate the interpretation of the launch 
of ‘Operation Peter Pan’ by logically beginning with the political events of 1960–
1962; of these three main issues can be highlighted: 1. educational reform; 2. the 
attitude of the authorities toward the Catholic Church; and, 3. fear of the spread of 
Communism and Communist ideologies.

Following Castro’s victory, the Cuban middle class was soon receiving serious 
warning signals from the new system. ! ese included measures implemented under 
the educational reform concerning private schools operating in Cuba which dealt 
a heavy blow to high-quality education that was not aff ordable for everyone. In 
the fi rst year of the Revolution, 3,000 new schools were established, an additional 
7,000 teachers were enrolled into the education system and the year 1961 was 
assigned the historic designation of ‘Año de la Educación’ (! e Year of Education) 
within a sea of revolutionary slogans.36 

In the case of private schools, two main centralised objectives become apparent: 
the suppression or undermining of institutions maintained by the Catholic Church 
on the one hand, and at private schools founded by North Americans on the other. 
Catholic institutions of higher education were not spared the attack coming from 
the authorities either, thus the Universidad de Villanueva’s rector, John J. Kelly of 
North American ancestry, had become a dual target accused of cooperating with 
the Batista government because, at the beginning of each academic year, he had 
handed over a list of the university’s students and instructors as requested by the 

35 Uría, Ignacio, ‘Operación Pedro Pan, el éxodo desconocido de 14.000 niños cubanos.’ academia.
edu/10839764/Operaci%C3%B3n_Pedro_Pan_el_%C3%A9xodo_olvidado_de_14 _000_
ni%C3%B1os_cubanos [Downloaded: 2016-06-11.]

36 Paulston, Rolland G., Education, in: Mesa-Lago, Carmelo (ed,), Revolutionary Change in Cuba, 
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh University Press, 1974, 386.
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Ministry (Uría regards this as a formal gesture practiced in all institutions).37 Pérez 
Serantes responded to the government’s vision concerning private educational 
institutions in a circular letter issued on February 13 under the title La enseñanza 
privada (Private education). !e all-defining point was Article 55 of the Fundamental 
Law, which stated that formal education can only be secular, therefore all private 
educational institutions have been placed under state control and regulation, 
but religious education was still permitted.38 !e Fundamental Law ordered the 
establishment of the National Committee for Education and Culture (Consejo 
Nacional de Educación y Cultura) (Article 59) with the aim to guide, develop and 
verify educational activities, among others.39 !e Fundamental Law had prompted 
the church to extraordinary activity; five days later, the Cuban high priests – with 
signatures from the country’s two archbishops, the bishops of Matanzas, Pinar del 
Río and Camagüey provinces and the auxiliary bishop of Havana – issued another 
pastoral letter on the subject under the title of Al pueblo de Cuba (To the Cuban 
people). In their writing, they wanted to take a stand and argue on behalf of the 
church and private schools, claiming among other things that Article 26 (Paragraph 
3) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by Cuba as well (United 
Nations, December 10, 1948) clearly states: ‘Parents have a prior right to choose 
the kind of education that shall be given to their children.’40 !en they attempted 
to clarify the state’s role in education by citing Pope Pius XI’s apostolic circular 
letter beginning with Divini Illius Magistri (December 31, 1929). !ey based their 
views on the following idea: ‘[…] the State should respect the inherent rights of 
the Church and of the family concerning Christian education, and moreover have 
regard for distributive justice. Accordingly, unjust and unlawful is any monopoly, 
educational or scholastic, which, physically or morally, forces families to make use 
of government schools, contrary to the dictates of their Christian conscience, or 
contrary even to their legitimate preferences.’41 Meanwhile, the students of the 

37 Uría, Ignacio Iglesia y revolución en Cuba. Enrique Pérez Serantes (1883–1968) el obispo que salvó a Fidel 
Castro, Madrid, Ediciones Encuentro, 2001, 296. North American Augustinian monks founded a uni-
versity in Havana on August 15, 1946 under the name of Universidad Católica de Santo Tomas de Villanue-
va. In 1957 it was declared a papal university and in 1961 it was closed down for political reasons.

38 ‘La enseñanza oficial será laica. Los centros de enseñanza privada estarán sujetos a la reglamentación 
e inspección del Estado; pero en todo caso conservarán el derecho de impartir, separadamente de la 
instrucción técnica, la educación religiosa que deseen.’ Ley Fundamental, Artículo 55.

39 ‘Se creará un Consejo Nacional de Educación y Cultura que … estará encargado de fomentar, orien-
tar técnicamente o inspeccionar las actividades educativas, científicas y artísticas de la nación.’ Ley 
Fundamental, Artículo 59.

40 Universal Declaration of Human Rights ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/Documents/UDHR_Translations/hng.
pdf [Downloaded: March 17, 2015] [For the English version, see: Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/]

41 Pope Pius XI’s Divini Illius Magistri apostolic circular letter: katolikus-honlap.hu/0904/xipius-nev.
htm [Downloaded: March 17, 2015] [For the English version, see: w2.vatican.va/content/pius-xi/en/
encyclicals/documents/hf_p-xi_enc_31121929_divini-illius-magistri.html]
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Villanueva University had forced a change in rectorship; Father Kelly resigned and 
was replaced in offi  ce by Eduardo Boza Masvidal, Auxiliary Bishop of Havana.42 

! e initial recognition and peaceful tone the authorities had taken up with 
the Catholic Church soon began to mix with negative overtones and unfriendly 
gestures. Castro put the emphasis mainly on the foreign origins of the clergy, 
thereby trying to demonstrate its unreliability and wanting its members to seem 
distant from Cuban aff airs and servants of foreign interests. It is undoubtedly true 
that a signifi cant portion, approximately 80 percent, of the Cuban lower clergy – 
and monastic orders – were of foreign, mostly Spanish descent.43 A very diff erent 
ratio can be detected at the head of the Church, though; of the nine high priests in 
charge of the dioceses, only two were born outside of Cuba, so the rate of foreigners 
present here was radically lower, only 22.2 percent. Nevertheless, the issue was 
aff orded greater emphasis and attention due to the Spanish descent of the Primate, 
the leader of the Catholic Church, and his particularly active political attitude. 

From 1960, it became apparent that the attention of the authorities was turning 
toward the Catholic Church with increasing intensity, and in April Juan Marinello, 
leader of the Cuban Communist Party was already issuing an unequivocal 
declaration of war on Catholics.44 ! ere were several incidents that year which had 
attracted the government’s attention towards the Church, one such memorable 
incident being the action of Havana students when, during the visit of Anastas 
Mikoyan, the fi rst Deputy Prime Minister of the USSR’s Council of Ministers 
(February 5, 1960), some members of the student body laid the Cuban national fl ag 
over Mikoyan’s wreath bearing the Soviet coat of arms, as a sign of protest against 
Communism.45 

! e above example also demonstrates that the government’s actions against the 
Catholic Church were closely linked to the Church’s unfalteringly statements of 
condemnation with regard to Communism. ! e fact that Cuba kept strengthening 
its connections with the Soviet Union only added to the Church’s mistrust; on 
May 8th, they established diplomatic ties, and in July the fi rst military agreement 
was signed.46 In May of 1960, following the establishment of diplomatic relations, 
Pérez Serantes issued his circular letter entitled Por Dios y por Cuba (For God and for 
Cuba) the main theme of which was the interpretation of how Catholicism relates 
to Communism. Offi  cially, the higher clergy could not express views regarding the 
idea of Communism that diff ered from the teachings of Pope Pius XI expressed in 
his Divini Redemptoris apostolic circular letter (1937). According to the statements of 

42 Castro Figueroa, Abel R., Quo vadis Cuba? Religion y revolucion. Bloomington, Palibrio, 2012, 8.
43 Crahan, Margaret E., ‘Cuba: Religion and Revolutionary Institutionalization,’ in: Journal of Latin 

American Studies, Vol. 17, No. 2 (Nov. 1985), 319–340, 320; Super, John C., ‘Interpretations of Church 
and State in Cuba, 1959–1961,’ in: ! e Catholic Historical Review, Vol. 89, Num. 3, July 2003, 511–529, 
513.

44 ! e Voice, Weekly Publication of the Diocese of Miami Covering the 16 Counties of South Florida May 6, 1960, 2. 
45 Diario de la Marina, 1960. január 6, 1A
46 Revolución, July 21, 1960, 1. 
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Pius, which had been issued decades earlier: ‘!is all too imminent danger, […] is 
bolshevistic and atheistic Communism, which aims at upsetting the social order and 
at undermining the very foundations of Christian civilization.’47 In one of his public 
speeches given on August 10, 1960, Castro lashed out fiercely against pro-Franco 
priests living in Cuba, whom he believed demonstrated counter-revolutionary 
attitudes toward the government.48 In the same month, a Catholic priest was shot 
and six students ended up with serious physical injuries when they attended the 
first meeting of the Congreso Nacional de Jóvenes Católicos (National Congress of 
Young Catholics).49 Subsequently, the harassment of priests and parishioners alike 
became regular in churches and during mass. 

According to the Spanish ABC newspaper, in the spring of 1961 many Latin 
American media outlets addressed the government’s anti-church vociferations, 
an example of the latter being the circular letter of the Ministry of Armed Forces 
(Ministerio de Fuerzas Armadas) addressed to its internal office units, dated 
March 11, 1961. !e aforementioned letter is also cited by the ABC as informing 
the Ministry’s secondary leaders, at the orders of Raúl Castro, of the method to 
be adopted against members of the Church: advocates for the Vatican must be 
harassed, church schools must be cleared of reactionary ideologies; an office must 
be established for the management of church affairs; ecclesiastical persons who 
resist church-reforms must be banished; and the Church controlled by the Vatican 
must be replaced by a Church that supports the Revolution.50 According to the 
author of the article, these ideas had been nourished under the guidance of two 
sources: the Communist councils of the Russian Nicolai Strovgav and the Chinese 
Li Wei Han, while a further article went so far as to state that actions against the 
Cuban Catholic Church were led by Strovgav himself.51 !e ideas listed in the 
articles clearly show that the relationship between church and state had completely 
deteriorated by March of 1961, and demonstrate the methods that were used in 
an attempt to influence public opinion and incite it against the clergy. Meanwhile, 
the political opposition also began to work in an organized manner; in Miami, 
several anti-Castro organizations had formed (Movimiento Rescate Revolucionario, 
Frente Nacional Democrático, and so on). We may mention that the Movimiento 
Democrático Cristiano group demonstrated an important element of many of these 

47 Pope Pius XI’s Divini Redemptoris apostolic circular letter: [For the English version, see: w2.vatican.va/
content/pius-xi/en/encyclicals/documents/hfp-xienc_19370319_divini-redemptoris.html]

48 Discurso pronunciado por el Comandante Fidel Castro Ruz, primer ministro del gobierno revoluci-
onario, en la clausura de la Rreunión de Coordinadores de Cooperativas Cañeras, en el Teatro de la 
CTC Revolucionaria, el 10 de agosto de 1960. cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1960/esp/f100860e.html 
[Downloaded: August 2, 2015].

49 !e Voice, Weekly Publication of the Diocese of Miami Covering the 16 Counties of South Florida, August 26, 
1960, 1.,8. !e newspaper, with reference to information provided by NCWC News Service, claims 
that Jesuit Father Marcial Bedoya was shot by the police.

50 ABC, 5 de abril de 1961, 33. 
51 ABC, 9 de abril de 1961, 18.
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groups, namely Christian democratic ideological roots, and operated under the 
leadership of José Ignacio Rasco. AJ er the US broke off  diplomatic relations with 
Cuba, the tension between the two countries became more and more prominent, 
and documents reveal that even the idea of armed intervention by the US in Cuba 
had not been ruled out. In November of 1960, the CIA provided training for fi ve 
hundred Cubans on a secret military base in Guatemala; however, news about the 
initiative leaked out.52 ! at was probably the reason why Fidel Castro stated in his 
speech on the last day of the year that there are tens of thousands of armed Cubans 
in and around the capital to prevent any sudden external attacks on the country.53 
Finally, on April 17, 1961, the 1,500-strong troop of the 2506 military unit made up 
of Cuban volunteers landed on the coast of the Bay of Pigs near the Zapata Peninsula 
with three priests as members of their escort who served as army chaplains and at 
the same time, they themselves called upon the Cuban people to join in the fi ght 
against Castro.54 ! e landing of opposing Cubans and the participation of clerics 
in said events actually came in handy for Castro and his supporters, because they 
felt that this sustained their earlier allegations that a signifi cant part of the Catholic 
Church’s members were counter-revolutionaries.

! e events that took place in the Bay of Pigs lead us to the other explanation for 
the creation of ‘Operation Peter Pan,’ of which we are also informed by Father Walsh. 
In his interview, he noted that representatives of the US State Department appeared 
very nervous during their occasional meetings; they wished for the children to be 
sent away from Cuba as soon as possible due to the fact that there were numerous 
children among them whose parents were operative participants of the opposition 
against Castro, and Foreign Aff airs expected them to asume active roles, though 
Walsh knew nothing about the plans to invade Cuba.55 ! e parents feared for their 
children because they were concerned that, with the start of armed confl ict, they 
in particular could become the victims of the regime; they could be taken from 
their parents and even carried off  to the Soviet Union. It is without a doubt that a 
group of parents had political reasons to ask for their children’s participation in the 
programme, but it is certain that this justifi cation was detectable in only a fraction 
of the number of parents who sent their children away. 

52 Rabe, Stephen G., Eisenhower and Latin America. ! e Foreign Policy of Anticommunism. Chapel Hill, Uni-
versity of North Carolina Press,1988, 166–176.

53 Discurso pronunciado por el Comandante Fidel Castro Ruz, Primer Ministro del Gobierno Revo-
lucionario, en Ciudad Libertad, el 31 de diciembre de 1960. cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1960/esp/
f311260e.html [Downloaded: August 12, 2015]

54 Discurso pronunciado por el Comandante Fidel Castro Ruz, Primer Ministro del Gobierno Revolu-
cionario, resumiendo los actod del día internacional del trabajo. Plaza Cívica, 1° de mayo de 1961. 
cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1961/esp/f010561e.html [Downloaded: August 12, 2015]

55 Monsignor Bryan O. Walsh Papers, Barry University Archives and Special Collections – Lehman 201, 
ASC0001. See: eguides.barry.edu/content.php?pid=358283&sid=3021917#10640316 [Downloaded: 
May 12, 2015]
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From the perspective of the children who had to live for months, years or even 
forever without their parents, the reason why they needed to leave was, in fact, 
unimportant; from the moment they departed departure from Cuba, their former 
lives would never resume. 

Abstract

!e paper presents the background of the unique story of children arriving from Cuba to the 
United States through the analysis of the events of the so called ‘Peter Pan Operation.’ !e 
nature of the programme was largely different from today’s child migration as it took place in 
an organised manner, with active help from the State Department of the U.S. and the Catholic 
Church. Within the framework of the ‘Peter Pan Operation,’ a total of 14,048 children le# their 
homeland in an organised way. !e explosion of the Cuban missile crisis meant the end of the 
campaign; from then on, Cuba stopped flights to the United States. !ere were several reasons for 
starting or continuing the ‘Peter Pan Operation.’ Cuban parents began to send their children to 
Miami for fear of losing patria potestas (parental control) over their children. We can also put 
the question in the broader context of the political events of 1960–1962. From these, we can raise 
three main issues: 1. education reform; 2. the conduct of power over the Catholic Church; 3. the 
fear of communism, and the spread of a communist ideal. !is study interrogates the ‘Peter Pan 
Operation’ phenomenon through an analysis of these three problems.

Keywords 
Cuban Revolution, migration, Miami, Fidel Castro, Catholic Church, Bryan O. 
Walsh

Rezümé 

A tanulmány a Kubából kíséret nélkül az Egyesült Államokba érkezett gyere-
kek sajátos történetének hátterét mutatja be az úgynevezett „Pán Péter műve-
let” eseményeinek elemzésén keresztül. A program nagymértékben eltért a mai 
gyermek-migrációtól, mivel az USA külügyminisztériuma és a katolikus egy-
ház Miami egyházmegyéje szervezte és bonyolította le. A Pán Péter művelet 
keretein belül összesen 14  048 gyerek hagyta el hazáját szervezett keretek kö-
zött. Az akció végét a kubai rakétaválság kirobbanása jelentette; hiszen innen-
től kezdve Kuba beszüntette a repülőjáratokat az Egyesült Államokba. Több 
ok is feltárható a „Pán Péter művelet” elindítására, illetve folytatására vonat-
kozóan. Egyrészt a kubai szülők a patria potestas (a szülői felügyelet) elvesztése 
miatti félelmükben kezdték gyermekeiket Miamiba küldeni. A kérdés tágabb 
értelmezését az 1960–1962-es évek politikai eseményeiből kiindulva próbá-
lom meg felfejteni, ezek közül is alapvetően három fő kérdéskört emelek ki: 
1. az oktatási reformot; 2. a hatalomnak a katolikus egyházzal szembeni maga-
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tartását; 3. a kommunizmustól, a kommunista eszmék terjedésétől való félelmet.
A tanulmány e három probléma elemzésén keresztül keresi a választ „Pán Péter” 
művelet jelenségére.
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Kubai forradalom, migráció, Miami, Fidel Castro, katolikus egyház, Bryan O. 
Walsh
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